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GLOBAL LOGISTIC TRADE & TRANSPORT – REVOLUTION BY DECENTRALISATION

Abstract
The ELONGRAB platform token links the physical world of trade and
transport with the blockchain.

Elongrab's foundation is based on two main pillars – the first pillar being
the online platform allowing for various parties to connect and exchange
information on cargoes, their transport needs, as well as supplemental
services. The second pillar are the smart contracts: those can be used as
just an electronic mean of recording the whole process through the
Elongrab token smart contract - from the offer to the delivery, or could
additionally be used to facilitate the actual service and cargo payment,
being it a direct payment, escrow payment or escrow payment with partial
funds release at various stages. Elongrab tokens are intended to be used a
payment method for the services provided by the platform, as well as
payment to 3rd party service providers on the platform.

It is designed to attract a wide user base from a multi-billion dollars B2B
marketplace by introducing and implementing subscription free services.
The Elongrab platform users’ interaction in the services sections naturally
delivers demand for the platform’s smart utilities. These smart utilities are
facilitated through Elongrab tokens. The aim of the platform is to bring
maximum demand for Elongrab tokens. Through demand for the tokens
the Elongrab ICO supporters receive added value.
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11. Roadmap of the Elongrab Ecosystem development 
The Elongrab road map is based on its full cycle of preparation, development,
implementation and marketing. The projected schedule is an estimate and it may vary,
depending on various factors. Some stages could be completed earlier than projected, while
others could take extra time. Year 2023 is anticipated as deadline for unfolding the full scale
operations and capabilities. The Elongrab project is divided into 5 stages, as outlined below.
The present initial coin offering addresses the progress up to the end of marketing stage 1. It
is anticipated that stages 2-5 will be funded from the platform’s self-financing or through
additional fund raising if required.

START OF IDEA - 2020

ICO PREPARATION-2021

ICO LAUNCH - 2021

SMART CONTRACTS - 2021

DEVELOPMENT STAGE 1 -

BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATION - 2021

LAUNCH STAGE 1 -

MARKETING STAGE 1 -

DEVELOPMENT STAGE 2

LAUNCH STAGE 2 –

MARKETING STAGE 2 -

We started the idea aof
integrating the shipping platform
with blockchain and smart
contracts with Elongrab. Preparing the initial coin offering for 

Elongrab, gathering a team, selecting 
advisors, preparing whitepaper…

Launching the initial coin offering 
for Elongrab.

Programming of smart contracts on 
the BEP-20 platform, testing and 
evaluation.

Developing of the global shipping 
platform, connecting cargo owners, 
ship brokers, ship owner, rail broker, 
road broker, etc. (stage 1)

Year 2022 will we devoted to
marketing and promoting the global
shipping platform.

Launching of the global shipping 
platform.

Starting the development of an 
inland transport platform (stage 2)

Launch of inland transport platform

Marketing of the inland transport 
platform

Implementing blockchain smart 
contracts as core part of the shipping 
platform.



The roadmap is a summarized vision of the Elongrab project. Minor stages are not outlined 
on the roadmap i.e. mobile applications development throughout the stages. Additional 
platforms and/or services required would be acquired or developed on as needed basis and 
are not included on the roadmap.

DEVELOPMENT STAGE 3

LAUNCH STAGE 3

MARKETING STAGE 3

DEVELOPMENT STAGE 4

LAUNCH STAGE 4

MARKETING STAGE 4

DEVELOPMENT STAGE 5

LAUNCH STAGE 5

MARKETING STAGE 5

Developing of the all-purpose cargo 
platform, directly connecting 
manufacturers, fleet owner and customers.

Launch of the all-purpose cargo 
platform

Marketing of the all-purpose cargo 
platform at stage 3.

Development of air cargo platform.

Launch the air cargo platform.

Marketing of the air cargo platform.

Development of intermodal platform 
connecting stage 1,2 & 4(shipping, 
inland and air transport)

Launching of the integrated 
platform for intermodal transport.

Marketing of the intermodal platform.


